Synthesis of a self-contained concept of the molecular mechanism of energy interconversion by H(+)-transporting ATP synthase.
The original aim of the review has been to probe into the validity of the paradigm on the high energy-carrier function of ATP. It seemed to be called into question on the basis of findings with H(+)-transporting ATP synthase suggesting the formation of ATP from ADP and Pi without energy input. Thus, ATP appeared as a low-energy compound. Starting from the current, rich knowledge of the molecular structure and the inviting thinking on the mechanism of H(+)-transporting ATP synthase, we have endeavoured to freshly interpret and integrate the pertinent observations in the light of the comprehensively derived model of the molecular mechanism of energy interconversion by Na+/K(+)-transporting ATPase. In this way, we have uncovered the common mechanistic elements of the two energy-interconverting enzymes. The emerging purpose of the present paper has been the 'synthesis' of a self-contained concept of the molecular mechanism of the interconversion of electrochemical and chemical Gibbs energies by H(+)-transporting ATP synthase. The outcome is reflected in the following tentative evaluations. 1. In ATP hydrolysis, the great Gibbs energy change which is observed in solution, is largely conserved by the F1 sector of ATP synthase as mechanical Gibbs energy in the enzyme's protein fabric, so that it can be utilized in the resynthesis of ATP from enzyme-bound ADP and Pi. The plainly measured low Gibbs energy change results from large compensating enthalpy and entropy changes that reflect the underlying changes in protein conformation. 2. In stoichiometric ATP synthesis by F1 sector from ADP and Pi bound to the catalytic centre, their intrinsic binding energy brings about a loss of peptide chain entropy that makes possible an entropy-driven ATP formation. 3. The driving force for ATP synthesis cannot be the high Gibbs energy change on binding of product ATP; the tight ATP-enzyme complex rather is a low Gibbs energy intermediate from which escape is difficult. 4. The catalytic centre exists either in an open state unable to firmly bind the substrate-product couple, or in a closed state protecting formed ATP from facile hydrolysis by ambient water. 5. The cleft closure, induced by binding of Pi and ADP or ATP, does not necessarily need external energy supply, because the cleft closure proceeds from rigid domain rotations which can occur rather spontaneously. In further analogy to adenylate kinase, the driving force of this domain movement presumably comes from the electrostatic interactions between phosphate moieties and arginine side chains in the catalytic centre.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)